
  
Each player takes one green animal card at random

Show your card to all the other players
All players must come to an agreement - which is the best animal?

The player who picked that animal card gets to go first!

You can use voting or any other method to come to a decision.

If you really can’t decide which is the best animal, 
play rock paper scissors or flip a coin for it! 

Decide who will go first (the 

Suggestion: Each player can take a green animal card. The person whose 
animal comes first alphabetically can go first. Works best with smaller groups.
 

1. Start the game!

The mimer takes two new cards:
- one green ‘animal’ card
- one red ‘aiment’ card

 Start the timer! (one minute)

2. Start miming
 
The mimer should first try to ‘mime' or ‘act’ like the animal shown on their green 
animal card. 

You can use any gestures or body movements you can  think of like (charades)

All the other players first try to guess the animal that the mimer is trying to mime

You don't have to mime the animal first - but you probably should try! 
(the animal cards are worth more)!

Guess the animal and ailment combo to win the red card

e.g hungry + tiger = "a hungry tiger"

When a guesser shouts out                          in this way, the  guesser wins the red 
card from the mimer.   

– the mimer wins the green card (usually worth more):

If only one card is guessed in time (1 min) then no guessers win anything and the 
mimer keeps the red card only (usually worth less).

After one minute -  you must stop miming! The mimer and the guesser collect 
any cards  they have won and use them to keep  track of their own scores. 

Play goes clockwise to the next player. This player becomes the mimer and takes 
two new cards.

You can "pass" on any mimes that you'd rather not try. The timer does not stop!

In this game players take turns to mime, or act without speaking 
(or making any noises!)
The other players guess what you are miming.

First  you mime an animal (green card).
Next you mime an ailment (red card).  

  
If the mimer is skilled enough to successfully mime the two cards 

simultaneously (not one at a time!) –  the mimer wins the green card, can 
steal a card and can choose who takes the next go.

Double mime!

1. Start the game!

Decide who will mime �rst

2. Start miming

How to play

      try to mime
 the animal first

  

                      
 

Guess the animal and ailment 
COMBO to win the red card:

“a hungry tiger!”
“a penguin with a sore throat!” 

 “a homesick panda!” 
etc.

Aim to win cards. Score 15 points and win the game!

If any player guesses  the bonus mime, they get a red card 
from one of the other players.

The turn ends if one or both the animal or ailment are guessed, and if the 
mimer decides to give up... play moves to the next player in turn going in a 
clockwise direction

There is an additional, bonus mime at the bottom of each card. 

The mimer can only start the bonus mime if they still have time left...
(and only after completing their animal and ailment combination!)

If any player guesses  the bonus mime, they get a red card...
the red card is taken from one of the other players.

The mimer gets to choose which player loses a red card!

USE YOUR MIMING AND GUESSING SKILLS  

GET 15 POINTS QUICKER THAN THE OTHERS 

AIM TO WIN AS MANY CARDS AS POSSIBLE

Keep your 
cards secret!

Guessers: Guess the combo to win the red card
1X GREEN ANIMAL CARD

1X RED AILMENT CARD

                     Who goes next?

THE MIMER KEEPS THE GREEN CARD 

                                          “a hungry tiger!” 
                                “a penguin with a sore throat!”  
                                       “a homesick panda!” etc. 

Guess the animal and ailment COMBO to win the red card: 

- Some of the cards have a a STEAL mime (at the bottom of the card)

When someone guesses the steal mime:

 The mimer can STEAL a card from another player. 

- The player whose card is being stolen can choose which card to give up. 

- The stolen card gets added the mimers score.
 
 Who-ever guessed the steal mime cannot be stolen from!

If you still  have time after the combo has been guessed, you can 
try to mime the extra BONUS and STEAL mime at the bottom of 

each of your cards:

- Some of the cards have a a BONUS mime (at the bottom of the card)

When someone guesses the BONUS mime:

 The mimer wins a red card from the box

- It gets added to the mimers score

  

 and 

  

                    a hungry tiger!

 At the start of each turn… 
The mimer takes two cards: 

the eye of the tiger

2

Tiger

breakfast

Hungry

 

Keep your 
cards secret!

1x green animal card 

1x red ailment card

No speaking!                No animal noises!             You can use props in the room

Guesser of                   
wins the red card

The mimer wins 
the green card

3.

1x red ailment 
card

1x green animal 
card

turn summary
1 minute

after one minute
the the mimer can 
continue mimimg...

BUT:
they cannot start any 

new mimes!

mimer takes two cards:
one green animal card 
one red ailment card

the mimer

 play goes clockwise round each
player in turn

the mimer

Win cards to 
win points

Harder cards and 
green cards 

are worth more
 15 points to win!

!

!

the eye of the tiger

2

Tiger

breakfast

Hungry

the combo

 

 

Play moves clockwise  
around the group 

the combo

the combo

the mimer decides!

the mimer decides!

In any disputes,  the mimer always 
decides  which guesser was the best

                    a bald tiger?

                    a bald tiger!                     a bald tiger!

                    a tiger with baldness?

e.g. if two players guess correctly at exactly the same time

the mimer can also decide what is an acceptable guess
e.g."a bald tiger" vs. "a tiger with baldness" etc.

60

3. The combo


